“MEAT PROCESSING & PACKAGING EQUIPMENT”
“GRINDERS/MIXERS/BLENDERS/TUMBLERS”

AUCTION LOCATION:
9721 ALESIA ST, SOUTH ELMONTE, CA 91733

AUCTION DATE: ONLINE AUCTION
START: SEPT 27, 2013 - 10:00 AM PST
END: OCT 4, 2013 - 1:00 PM PST

INSPECTION: SEPT 27th from (8-4)

LARGE SELECTION OF FOOD & MEAT PROCESSING EQUIPMENT

“ONLINE ONLY AUCTION”

NEW
MELCO STEEL 1550 PSI/100F, STAINLESS STEEL AUTO CLAVE, S/N 3664

2007

MUST SEE
FORMAX F6 PATY FORMER, STANDARD VERSA FORM AND TENDER FORM FILLING, ANALOG CONTROLS

CHALLENGE RMF, MM-1 VALUUM TUMBLER AND MASSAGER REFURBISHED TUMBLER, S/N: 95003

TERMS OF SALE: CASH OR CASHIERS CHECK
ONLY. 17% BUYERS PREMIUM ON ALL PURCHASES
$200.00 REFUNDABLE CASH DEPOSIT. 25% CASH DEPOSIT OWARDS ALL PURCHASES. ALL SALES ARE SUBJECT TO CALIFORNIA SALES TAX. THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS.

BID LIVE OR VIA WEBCAST

www.aagauction.com
AMERICAN AUCTIONEERS GROUP
1146 N Central Avenue #535
Glendale, California 91202
Phone: 818-763-2021
Fax: 818-291-9495
WWW.AAGAUCTION.COM
ONLINE AUCTION

www.AAGAuction.com

TERMS OF SALE:

CASH OR CASHIER’S CHECK ONLY. 17% BUYER’S PREMIUM ON ALL PURCHASES.

$200.00 REFUNDABLE CASH DEPOSIT. 25% CASH DEPOSIT TOWARDS ALL PURCHASES. ALL SALES ARE SUBJECT TO CALIFORNIA SALES TAX. THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS.

BID LIVE OR VIA WEBCAST

AEW - 400 THURNE BAND SAW

MUST SEE

BLENDTECH 6000LB BLENDER, TWIN RIBBON, DUAL END DISCHARGE

6000 LB CAP

REITZ DUAL SHAFT BLENDER, MODEL RS-28-K 5406, 3000 LB CAP

FEATURING:

SEALER: DOBOY BAND SEALER MODEL B-450 SN: 93-16070 6” WIDE BELT VOLTAGE: 115/1/60, 1300 WATTS
TUMBLER/MASSAGER: AMFEC 510 VACUUM; S/N 2213; 29” DISCHARGE; 60” INFEED; 1000LB.
STUFFER, VACUUM: AMFEC DSVF-16000. DIMENSIONS: 107” x 40” x 86” H
BLENDER: VACUUM PADDLE, BOLDT S/N 80171A, 115” L X 82” W X 88” H; 4500 LBS., 2000#, 460V, 3PH., 60CY
BLENDER: VACUUM PADDLE BLENDER WITH JACKET, S/N 8124B, 2000 LB. CAPACITY, 108” X 75” X 100”
MIXER: BELAM VMM 2500 PADDLE MIXER/MASSAGER, S/N 11907, TANK ID 44” X 77” 1/2” X 29”, 2500LB CAPACITY
MIXER/MIXER: HOBART 4266 S/N 027-015-93, FLOOR DIMS: 114” X 58” X 77”; 4000#, 460V/3PH/60HZ
MIXER/MIXER: MARION HORIZONTAL PADDLE BLENDER S/N 52302; CAPACITY 10 CU/500#75 GAL.
REITZ BLENDER, RS-28-K 5406 3000# *DUAL SHAFT* STAINLESS STEEL RIBBON BLENDER
BLENDER: BLENDTECH 6000LB, TWIN RIBBON, DUAL END DISCHARGE
BLENDER: FPEC 814 DUAL PADDLE BLENDER, 1500#, CO2 LID, 46” DISCHARGE, 85” INFEED, TANK ID: 50”
SKINNER: TOWSEND 7500 S/N 356; 1990; 26” X 36” X 36” H; 380V/3PH/50HZ; 1HP; 2.0AMP
MIXER/WILEYCO VPD BATTER MIXER S/N 59210 WITH VISCOSITY CONTROL; 3” X 23” X 50” H; 500LBS
LOADER: FROZEN BLOCK LOADER, PNEUMATIC, LOAD IN AT 30”; DISCHARGE 50”
TABLE: 36” W X 84” L X 36” H, S/S DRAIN TABLE, W/SHELF, 6” BACK SPLASH & SINK 12” W X 24” L X 12” DEEP SINK: STAINLESS STEEL 2 COMPARTMENT WITH 1 DRAINBOARD, COMPARTMENT 24” X 30 1/2” X 12”
STEAM BASIN, 6 FT. STAINLESS STEEL, GAS FIRED, 72” LONG X 36” WIDE X 33” HIGH TANK
SAW: AEW 400 THURNE BAND SAW - USED SUPER MACHINE FOR HIGH VOLUME MEAT AND FISH PROCESSING.
DICER: HOLAC HA121 STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION USDA APPROVED LOADING CHAMBER
DICER: TREIF 108-3, S/N 36909/0003-1 KNIFE & 1 GRID SET OUTPUT: 2300# (1050 KG)
DICER: TREIF 74/2 S/N 51109/2011-1; 22MM; 64” X 40” X 46” H; 2,500 LBS; 380V/3PH/50HZ; 11AMP
TERMS OF SALE:
CASH OR CASHIERS CHECK ONLY.  17% BUYERS PREMIUM ON ALL PURCHASES.  $200.00 REFUNDABLE CASH DEPOSIT.  25% CASH DEPOSIT TOWARDS ALL PURCHASES. ALL SALES ARE SUBJECT TO CALIFORNIA SALES TAX.  THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS.

VARIOUL KETTLES AND BOWLS.

STAINLESS STEEL KETTLES

GROEN TA-125, 125 GALLON PRESSURE KETTLE AND LEE IND 125 GALLON KETTLE W/ DOUBLE AGITATOR

CRIPACO KETTLE COOKER W/ AGITATOR, 500 GALLON, S/N: B-6191-500

BRINE TANK W/ CHILLER, S/ STEEL, 200 GALLON 36" x 60" x 51", S/N: 3092

RISCO RSTR 130L AUTO FEED GRINDER, 36" x 51" x 59" S/N: 198 (HEAD MISSING)

GROTE 522 SA SLICER

FEATURING:
INJECTOR - USED FOMACO FGM 20/40 PICKLE INJECTOR S/N 2160 SET UP FOR 40 SINGLE NEEDLES
ROSS TENDERIZER TC700 MC, SN:1238WAM, 220/3/60, DIMS: 55" X 28" X 64", 12" WIDE S/S BELT
INJECTOR: GUNTHER PI-8 BONE IN INJECTOR S/N 23233; 8-4MM SINGLE NEEDLE; 33" INFEED-27" DISCHARGE
MACERATOR: PROTECON PMT41 S/N 425; HAS 30" DISCHARGE; 44" X 36" X 56"H; 800LBS; 440V/3PH/60HZ
TENDERIZER: 76 ROSS TC-700-WSSP TENDERPRESS; 102" X 38" X 59"H; 460V/3PH/60HZ; 5HP; 7.6AMP; COMPLETELY REBUILT
SLICER: OLIVER BREAD SLICER MD 797..S/M120294 1/2 CUT 36" X 22" X 36", 100 LBS, 110V, 1PH
PRESS: BETTCHER 75 DYN-A-FORM; WITH 618 DIEMOLD AND POWER PAK; 95" X 39" X 76"H; 5000LB
GEORGE HANSEN CUTTER MODEL "GH" BOWL CUTTER, 220/3/60
ANALYZER: 316 ANYL-RAY, 27" L X 24"W X 67" H, 700 LBS, 125V; PHASE, 60 CYCLE, 15 AMP
GRINDER - WEILER 1109 SPIRAL FLUTED HEAD DISCHARGE : 40" HOPPER ID: 21" W X 26" L X 22" B/F MBG FROZEN BLOCK GRINDER, SN: 108, 75HP, 46/03/60
TIPPERCLIPPERW/ EVACUATOR Z4136
B/F AU-MF FLAKER, TEMPEREDMEAT, SN: 542, STAINLESS CONSTRUCTION, ALUMINUM DRUM, PLATED UPRIGHTS
ONLINE AUCTION

TERMS OF SALE:
CASH OR CASHIERS CHECK ONLY. 17% BUYERS PREMIUM ON ALL PURCHASES.
$200.00 REFUNDABLE CASH DEPOSIT. 25% CASH DEPOSIT TOWARDS ALL PURCHASES. ALL SALES ARE SUBJECT TO CALIFORNIA SALES TAX. THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS.

FEATURING:
KETTLE-COOKER CREPACO: ROUND WITH AGITATOR MD #5S COOK TANK, S/NB-6191-500,GALLON CAPACITY 74"

CHALLENGE RMF, MM-1 VALCUUM TUMBLER AND MASSAGER REFURBISHED TUMBLER, S/N: 95003

INJECT STAR MAGNUM 4000 VACUUM TUMBLER W/ BUSCH VACUUM PUMP, S/N: 136

BOLDT VACUUM PADDLE BLENDER

VACUUM RENOTECH RUT-5000 AND GAL-ESH 2000 LB CAP TUMBLER/MASSAGER

AMFEC 510 VACUUM TUMBLER/MASSAGER 29" DISCHARGE, 60" INFEED, S/N: 2213

AMFEC DSVF-16000 VACUUM STUFFER

CLOSING YOUR BUSINESS OR SELLING EQUIPMENT CALL 818-763-2021

MUST SEE
FEATURING:
400# HI TEMPOVEN NO RACK
GRINDER: RISCO RSTR 130 L AUTO FEEDER
GRINDER, S/N 198, 36” L X 51” W X 59” H, 800LBS. 440V
STUFFER: TVALL HYDRAULIC STUFFER MODEL EHI-20, VERTICAL, 20 LITER 45 LB. CAPACITY
USED OIL FILTER SIMILAR TO STEIN SF-11, INCLUDES PUMPS
STEAMER: 23”x21’8”H -S/S, INSIDE DIMS.
TANK: FPEC 929 S/S BRINE TANK WITH CHILLER S/N 3092; 200 GALLON TANK ID 36”X60”X51”D;
DRYER: SPIN, STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION, 32” L X 24” W X 46” H, 200#, 220/3/60, 1/2HP MOTOR
KETTLE: GROEN TA-125..125 GAL. PRESSURE KETTLE..STAINLESS STEEL CONSTRUCTION..125
GAL. CAPACITY
KETTLE: LEE INDUSTRIES 125 SYTLE D WITH DOUBLE AGITATOR AND SCRAPER; 125 GALLON CAPACITY

BAKERY OVEN & SMOKER

DIXIE VAC-2000 VACUUM HORIZ THERMOFORMER

BETTCHER 75 DYNA-FORM PRESS W/ 61B DIE MOLD AND POWER PACK.

MULTIVAC R5100 VACUUM PACKAGING MACHINE

BELAH VMM 2500PADDLE MIXER/MASSAGER
S/N: 11907, 2500LB CAP

PALGA 1” SKEWER LINE W/FILLING TUBE, 1.5 ROUND TUBE, PANMATIC CONTROL;
S/N: 10020, S/N/: 9346

DIXIE VAC-2000 VACUUM HORIZ THERMOFORMER

ONLINE AUCTION

www.AAGAuction.com

AMERICAN AUCTIONEERS GROUP

TERMS OF SALE:
CASH OR CASHIERS CHECK ONLY. 17% BUYERS PREMIUM ON ALL PURCHASES.
$200.00 REFUNDABLE CASH DEPOSIT. 25% CASH DEPOSIT TOWARDS ALL PURCHASES. ALL SALES ARE SUBJECT TO CALIFORNIA SALES TAX. THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS.
FOOD PACKAGING & PROCESSING

ONLINE AUCTION

ROSS TC0700-WSSP TENDERPRESS TENDERIZER
GROEN TA-125, 125 GALLON PRESSURE KETTLE AND LEE IND 125 GALLON KETTLE W/DUOUBLE AGITATOR
WEILER 1109 SPIRAL FLUTED HEAD GRINDER, 40” DISCHARGE AND FMBG FROZEN BLOCK GRINDER S/N: 108
 ANYL RAY 316 ANALYZER
 PROTECON PMT 41 MACERATOR AND TENDERIZER
 TENDERIZER
 TEX-MEX AEF-7 TWIN SCALE, S/N: 292

ROSS TC0700-WSSP TENDERPRESS TENDERIZER
GROEN TA-125, 125 GALLON PRESSURE KETTLE AND LEE IND 125 GALLON KETTLE W/DUOUBLE AGITATOR
WEILER 1109 SPIRAL FLUTED HEAD GRINDER, 40” DISCHARGE AND FMBG FROZEN BLOCK GRINDER S/N: 108
 ANYL RAY 316 ANALYZER
 PROTECON PMT 41 MACERATOR AND TENDERIZER
 TENDERIZER
 TEX-MEX AEF-7 TWIN SCALE, S/N: 292

FEATUREING:
WEBOMATIC PNC-30 30” SEAL BARS WITH CUT OFF AND AUTO LID
PNC 20 AD-M2 VACU FRESH AUTOMATIC DISCHARGE, DOUBLE CHAMBER, CASTERS, 250 PUMP, 1999, 240/3/60
STRAPPER - POLYCHEM GP44 - USED CASE STRAPPER MODEL GP44 PLASTIC STRAPPING MACHINE
HOBART CONVEYOR SC 90-56, 36” L X 22” W X 93” H, 500 LBS., 230V,3PH,60CYC, 3HP, 6” DIAM.
HOBART CONVEYOR SC-90-56, S/N 27-014-852, 36” L X 22” W X 93” H, 500 LBS., 230V, 3PH, 60CYC.
TUMBLER/MASSAGER: INJECT STAR MAGNUM 4000 VACUUM TUMBLER; S/N 136; WITH BUSCH VACUUM PUMP100
MASSAGER: CHALLENGE RMF MM-1 VACUUM TUMBLER, S/N MM-1-3101, HYDRAULIC DRIVE VACUUM PUMP
MASSAGER/MASSAGER/TUMBLER- USED REFURBISHED ..THIELE MODEL T500/700 KHK..SERIAL 9503
TUMBLER/MASSAGER: VACUUM RENOTECH RVT-5000; S/N 3013A-6
MASSAGER/TUMBLER: GAL-ESH VACUUM TUMBLER, 2000# CAPACITY, 5 HP NORD MAIN DRIVE MOTOR
TUMBLER/MASSAGER - USED, RENO TECH, RVT 2000, 2500 # CAPACITY
POWER PACK: STEIN 70/160S HYD. S/N 154; 44” X 42” X 70”H; 350#
GERMOS SMOKEHOUSE 1 TRUCK, STEAM
OVEN: DAHLEN MODEL 2000 BAKERY OVEN S/N 72934-02- 50” X 68” X 96”, 2,500 LBS.,220V, 3PH, 60HZ
(GOES WITH LOT4) 415V/3PH/50HZ; 40HP; 60AMP

ONLINE AUCTION
TERMS OF SALE:
CASH OR CASHIERS CHECK ONLY. 17% BUYERS PREMIUM ON ALL PURCHASES.
$200.00 REFUNDABLE CASH DEPOSIT. 25% CASH DEPOSIT TOWARDS ALL PURCHASES. ALL SALES ARE SUBJECT TO CALIFORNIA SALES TAX. THERE WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS.

BID LIVE OR VIA WEBCAST
FEATURING:
FORMER: FORMAX F-6, STANDARD VERSA-FORM AND TENDER-FORM FILLING, ANALOG CONTROLS.
ROLLSTOCK: FILLING TUBE, CARRUTHERS NU-PAK 100-01H0020; S/N 10020; 1-1/2 DIA ROUND FILLING
SKEWER: PALGA MACHINE (GOES1" WITH LINE:LOT S/N 9346 S)
SLICER: BETTCHER BH-15 S/N 8603073 WITH ONE 4.0MM HARP SET NO GUIDE COMBS
PUMP: GROEN TRANSFER PUMP MODEL TP 300, WAUKESHA #125 2 1/4" DIA. ROUND INLETS
SCORER: BRIDGE SCORING MACHINE 29" WIRE BELT; 48" X 40" 48"; 400LBS;
460/230V/3PH/60HZ; 3/4HP
TENDERIZER: BRIDGE CS-12, 3 HEAD CROSS CUT, 12" WIDE S/S BELT
BATTER SECTION: STEIN E-14, 14" WIDE S/S WIRE BELT; 14" WIDE HOLD DOWN BELT,
36" INFEED, 36"
STEIN MB2C BATTER/BREADER - USED MINIS/N 262; 6" WIDEWIRE BELT; 44" X 18" X 50"H
CUTLET FORMER, 11.5" X 26" & 11.5 X 52 BELT WIDTH/LENGTH (CONS. ROYAL Pallet)
SLICER: GROTE 522SA
ONLINE AUCTION

DIRECTIONS:
From DOWNTOWN L.A. take the SAN BERNANDINO FWY 10 FWY EAST AND EXIT ROSEMEAD
BLVD AND GO SOUTH. TURN LEFT ONTO RUSH ST, THEN TURN RIGHT ONTO POTRERO AVE,
AND TURN RIGHT ONTO ALESDIA ST.

 TERMS OF SALE: CASH OR CASHIERS CHECK
 ONLY. 17% BUYERS PREMIUM ON ALL PURCHASES. $200.00 REFUNDABLE CASH DEPOSIT. 25% CASH
 DEPOSIT TOWARDS ALL PURCHASES. ALL SALES ARE SUBJECT TO CALIFORNIA SALES TAX. THERE
 WILL BE NO EXCEPTIONS.